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Abstract—Intelligent Environments are highly interactive by integrating information and communication technology into the physical space. One goal is to provide user interfaces that are adaptive to the user and the environmental context, including the communication modalities. We present a new development platform for multimodal dialogue systems. A development approach based on semantic-models supports the creation of situation-aware dialogue applications in a declarative way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent environments and ambient intelligence enhance natural environments of the daily life such as homes, offices and cars with the capability to make the complete environment highly interactive and user-friendly. The interconnection between a variety of computing units and electrical devices allows the environment to appear like a collective intelligence and to adapt and react to actual issues, that are triggered either proactively by the system or by persons that interact with the environment in a certain way. Three paradigms form the foundation for this technology: Ubiquitous computing, ubiquitous communication and intelligent adaptive interfaces [1]. While the two first paradigms concern the infrastructure of computing, actuator and sensing devices of the environment and their interconnection, the third one forms the interface between humans and the environment.

We aim at making this communication as effective and intuitive as possible. One approach is to simulate human-human-communication and extend classical desktop applications with modalities known from human communication like speech, gesture or facial expressions [2] [3]. New technologies and devices, available for the mainstream market, allow to introduce new interaction concepts, e.g., hand gesture control in the car [4].

Systems that incorporate and mix a variety of input and output devices and modalities are called multimodal dialogue systems [5] [6]. Multimodal dialogue systems make communication flexible and allow the system to adapt to restrictions given by the actual context. These can be caused by environmental circumstances, available technology, the users’ physical and cognitive condition or their preferences. These circumstances are discussed in section II.

However, the increasing number of supported communication modalities and context-dependent adaptations have an influence on the effort that is necessary to develop, adapt, extent and maintain multimodal dialogue applications. In section III we introduce our new multimodal dialogue platform SiAM-φ (Situation-Adaptive Multimodal Dialogue Platform) that was developed with a special focus on flexibility in device/modality setup and on development concepts and tools for the rapid creation of multimodal dialogue applications in intelligent environments. An important feature is that all information is represented with semantic models (section IV). Besides the data that is processed by the application this includes the representation of the communicative function of an interaction act between user and system (as far as it can be correctly interpreted by the system). We show that we can use these models in order to define the application logic independently from the actual physical realization of communication with the user in the user interface. Models for GUI representation and speech interaction that support semantic data binding serve as an example to demonstrate how the connection between the semantic data and presentation concepts can be realized in a declarative and elegant way (section V). In section VI we explain how adaptation is supported in our architecture.

II. CONTEXT & ADAPTATION

Although the topic context-awareness and adaptation has been in focus of research for more than ten years, with the actual development resulting in a rising number of smaller, more ambient and better interconnected devices and sensors, it gains a new importance. A greater availability and selection set of devices, embedded in the environment, allows more room for multimodal interaction alternatives. Dey et. al [7] define context as follows: Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of any entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.

We recognize that context is a very far-reaching expression. In intelligent environments you can roughly classify context in environment- and user-related context. The environment-related context describes external conditions. This can be the infrastructure of the environment, the available interaction devices but also other factors like the actual time, persons nearby and other situational restrictions. In an intelligent home the selection of interaction devices is highly dependent on the devices actually available in a room. This completely distinguishes from the devices that are available in a car, which are optimized for offering functionality without distracting the driver from his primary task, that is to control the car. Speech based dialogue systems can simplify the communication with the system but are certainly not appropriate in the library, during a meeting, in loud environments or when processing sensitive information that can be overheard by persons nearby. Other scenarios like an operating room or a kitchen need hands-free controls in order to follow hygienic requirements.

The personalization of a system makes multimodal dialogues more user friendly and effective. Hence, user-related context and user models play a relevant role for adapting the performance of the dialogue system of a smart environment. In the simple case the system adapts to the user’s personal preferences. That can be the kind of provided modalities and interfaces but also strategies for content presentation, e.g., the GUI layout, information density on a screen or the language. Speech based systems can be adapted by changing the acoustic, syntactic and speaking style, or the vocabulary.

It even makes sense to adapt the interaction strategy of the dialogue manager, e.g., an experienced user prefers a mixed-initiative system whereas an inexperienced one is more comfortable with a system-directed initiative. We demonstrate different task solving strategies at the example of a cinema seat reservation task. In order to successfully reserve a seat, the reservation system needs some relevant information like the movie name, and the day and time of the screening. The strategies can differ in the amount of information the system collects in a single dialogue turn. One approach is to collect all information at once: A GUI modality would provide a single screen with input elements for all values required; to use speech dialogue, the system would allow more complex and content-rich utterances. A different approach is to collect the needed information step by step by asking the user in a question-answer-based speech dialogue or by providing multiple GUI windows with lower information density.

In ambient assisted living scenarios systems are designed to support the elderly or people with cognitive or physical impairments [8] [9]. Here the user-context adaptation is necessary in overcoming the restrictions caused by personal limitations of the user. For example it is necessary to adapt the color style of graphical user interfaces for color-blind people, choosing simple and clearly legible screen designs for the elderly, providing speech interaction for blind people or supporting other modalities like eye-tracker, gesture recognition or tongue control [10].

When building user interfaces for the automotive domain it is especially important to design interaction concepts that keep the distraction of the driver low. Research just started to find strategies for predicting the actual cognitive load of the driver [11] [12] [13]. Based on these findings it will be possible to adapt the dialogue and presentation strategy of a user interface and provide simpler interfaces in situations that require high attention, e.g., during the rush-hour. Also in other domains like the crisis management support [14] situation adaptive multimodal systems are used to improve the performance of the user, which can be estimated with factors like the response competition time, reaction time and numbers of errors.

III. SiAM DIALOGUE PLATFORM

The expertise of many years of research in multimodal dialogue systems [15] [16] [17] [18] has lead to the development of the new dialogue platform.

One of the key goals of SiAM-DP is a modular architecture, which allows modules to be added, removed, and replaced. This is particularly needed for input and output components, since it is essential for a modern multimodal dialogue platform to allow the addition of new devices and modalities. SiAM-DP is implemented in Java/OSGI that allows to start and stop modules independently and during runtime. The OSGi service architecture is utilized to enable communication between modules and process dialogue acts.

A dialogue management component is responsible for determining the implications of user interaction and trigger system reactions, causing the dialogue to progress. Currently, the dialogue manager executes as a finite state automaton, which is a very robust and transparent means for implementing dialogue systems. The automaton itself is also referred to as the runtime dialogue model, which can include executable code. A large number of dialogue models can be implemented in this way; state charts are a natural way to model many dialogues, with flow charts as an intuitive extension. Even frame-based systems can be broken down (compiled) into state machines, covering a broad range of natural language use cases.

A fusion and discourse processing module resolves ambiguities of interaction acts which are caused by different interpretations or the absence of context information when observing single interactions of a user. The main source for this are the world and dialogue context. By combining the information contained in multiple inputs from different modalities arriving in close timely manner, new interpretations can be derived and references can be resolved. Some of the dialogue phenomena that are recognized by SiAM-DP are deictic references, anaphoras, exophoric references, and spatial references.

A presentation planning and fission module determines where output should be displayed (media allocation), when (scheduling), and in what mode. Using fission, a single output can be split across devices and modalities if purposeful.

The modelling language we use in SiAM-DP is the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) that is a Java framework for
generating code and editing tools based on a structured data model. This language does not provide the expressive power of a full ontology language like OWL \(^1\) but since the model is rather used for the representation of information than for automated reasoning, EMF is suitable for this task. With this approach we follow former semantic dialogue system projects like [19] that use Typed Feature Structure (TFS) with an equivalent modelling potential.

EMF is used throughout the system, e.g., for describing entities, inputs, outputs, dialogue acts, GUIs or grammar models. It is also possible to combine these models and use, e.g., entity models inside an input representation model. A key advantage of this unified data model is that dialogue systems can be created in a declarative fashion. This is achieved by a dialogue definition project, which contains a set of models for dialogue, GUI, grammar and other specifications, plus some meta information such as the expected users and devices.

A clear advantage of EMF is its integration in the Eclipse Workbench\(^2\), an expandable rich client platform. Thus it is possible to automatically generate Java classes, that represent our models. Productivity is increased by already existing functionality for serialization and validation of model instances. Furthermore the generation of model editors in Eclipse is automated, so that it is possible to quickly generate instance editors for our models, that can, in a manual step, be customized individually.

Since interfaces to devices are defined in EMF it is possible to integrate devices either directly in the platform by using the appropriate Java classes or their serialized XML-form for communication with external devices via a network (e.g., TCP or REST).

IV. SHIFTING INTERACTION ON A SEMANTIC LEVEL

The nature of a multimodal dialogue system means that we have to integrate a heterogeneous set of technologies, information and interfaces. In order to allow the dialogue manager to handle input from and provide output to all of these different modalities, it is necessary to agree upon a common modeling language and especially on the models themselves, that describe the content of an interaction. The interface between input/output modules and the dialogue platform should be open and flexible enough to integrate all the different modalities.

On a syntactic level the model includes annotations for common meta data for interaction acts, such as the begin time, duration of the action, device description, modality, initiator and addressee. The model is designed to support modality-specific content descriptions. This means that particularly modalities, such as speech input, contain predefined structures for representing information that applies only to this modality, such as recognition confidence, word lattices, alternatives, or phonetic transcriptions. Similar concepts are already defined for other common modalities but the model is free to be extended, if devices with new modalities are connected. Figure 1 exemplarily shows the syntactic representation of a speech input event. Figure 2 shows a speech synthesis output request.

The dialogue management is realized with a state machine and subscribes to input events from all connected devices. Input events are used to trigger state changes in the dialogue engine. If the content of an input event matches a pattern, that is specified for an outgoing transition of the actual state, this transition is fired. Figure 3 shows a pattern, that matches the previous speech input event example. The state machine also allows to directly send output events to the framework, which are then routed to the appropriate device.

![Pattern that matches the syntactic representation of the speech input act: “What is Iron Man about”.](http://www.eclipse.org/eclipse/)

A disadvantage of the representation on a purely syntactic level is that the input and output messages are very device specific. This means the model in the dialogue manager, that describes the interaction logic, must be adapted for every device and every modality that is supported by a dialogue application. In practice the application developer has to define one pattern for every input modality or one output event for every output modality, respectively.

In order to make the dialogue platform more flexible and adaptable to new modalities and devices we introduce a semantic model that describes the user’s or system’s intentions. Instances of this model contain the communicative function of an interaction act and the semantic content without defining how to realize it in the user interface. Thus, the model for controlling an application (i.e. the dialogue model) is completely independent from the actually used modalities and presentation strategies.

The model for defining communicative functions is inspired by a standard for the semantic annotation of dialogue acts (ISO(DIS 24617) [20]. This is an international standard for the annotation of dialogues with semantic information, in particular concerning the communicative functions of the utterances, the kind of content they address, and the dependency relations to what was said and done earlier in the dialogue. In our model we adopt the type hierarchy for communicative acts that is specified by this standard (figure 4 shows an excerpt). This can inter alia be a question, an information introduced into the dialogue, a turn taking or a task request. Originally the standard has been defined for annotating speech acts. We assume we can adopt this concept and annotate every modality that is applied in a multimodal dialogue application [21]

---

\(^1\)http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/
\(^2\)http://www.eclipse.org/eclipse/
Thus all modalities can be interpreted and semantically represented. For instance, a deictic gesture on an object can introduce this object into a dialogue or a head nod signals a positive feedback.

The following example (figure 5) demonstrates how the semantic shift encapsulates the interaction logic from the actually used device. The movie ‘Iron Man’ is introduced into the discourse by two different modalities. First by speech command (a), second by the click on a GUI element that shows a picture of the movie (b). Although the information provided by the input events is very device specific and different on a syntactical level, on a semantic level the communicative function and semantic content are equal. The pattern (figure 6) that is used in dialogue management to define the firing condition for a state machine transition verifies the input event only on the semantic level. Thus this transition would fire independently from the device actually used to introduce the movie into discourse. Furthermore it would also react on input events from new modalities that are interpreted with the same meaning, for instance an eye gaze at a movie poster or a deictic gesture that points to the poster.

The shifting task is performed by device interpreters that act as interface between the device and the core dialogue system. On the output side device specific generator components perform the step from a semantic representation to a syntactic presentation. These generators express the user’s intention, that is given by a semantic representation, with the possibilities given by the addressed device. This could be a natural language expression synthesized to speech or a GUI. The latter indicates that a huge amount of alternatives is possible, presentation can be varied in the type of displayed user interface elements or their layout. Using the example of the communicative act Choice Question we show how generators for different modalities generate output. A choice question contains a set of options the user can choose from.

A speech based system would realize this by enumerating the possible options via speech and extending the grammar for speech recognition with the selectable options. In a graphical user interface the choice question can be expressed by a select dropdown list, a collection of check boxes or a combo box.

V. SUPPORT OF DEVELOPMENT PROCESS BY SEMANTIC DATA BINDING

In our development platform we have already provided models that specify the user interfaces of common modalities. Currently there exist models for the specification of GUIs and grammar rules for speech recognition. Furthermore models for the integration of other modalities, e.g. gestures, eye-gazing and virtual characters, are in preparation. A universal format that describes information by key-value pairs allows to communicate with modalities that are actually not considered.

Data binding is a software design pattern that simplifies the development of user interface applications by binding user
interface components to entities of the application domain. Our models allow to bind syntactic UI specifications to both semantic entities and the semantic description of communicative functions.

A. GUI Model

We follow a declarative GUI design approach, inspired by HTML and other application markup languages like XAML by Microsoft or the declarative GUI design for Android apps. The GUI model of our dialogue platform specifies the elements, that should be presented on the screen. So the GUI model defines the appearance of the application. The content itself is delivered by the underlying data that is bound to GUI elements. In a further step we also use data binding to enrich user interface models with information about the communicative function of the interaction of a user with it.

In figure 7 we give the example of a semantically annotated GUI model. The model instance describes a window that contains one semantic data element and two GUI elements. The semantic content (a) is the movie instance *Iron Man 3*. The instance originally contains more data but for simplification the figure only shows a list of cinema instances in which the movie is playing. The first GUI element is a label (b) that should display the movie name. The content of the label is bound to the semantic content by an adapter. The adapter defines a pattern describing the type of the semantic content that should be bound to the label. The adapter mapping describes how this content should fill the label’s features. In this example the name of the movie is used to fill the text feature. The second GUI element is a list (c) that presents the cinemas in which the movie is running. The content of the list is again bound to the semantic content, in this case by an array adapter. The array adapter behaves different than the normal adapter, because it creates one GUI element for every item in a list of semantic content entities. Thus, for every cinema in which the movie is running, a list item is created with the name of the cinema. In *SupportedEvent* we define which types of interaction are supported by the list. In the example (d) this is a change event that fires whenever the user selects a new item in the list. The model allows to bind the semantic interpretation of the user’s intention to this event. Here the semantic entity of the cinema is introduced into the dialogue with the communicative function *Inform*.

An internal dialogue platform component is responsible for resolving the data binding information and complements the GUI model with the necessary information that is retrieved from the bound semantic entity. Thus the displayed information changes if a new semantic entity (in this case a different movie) is attached. Furthermore the component is the interpreter for GUI input events that initially are represented syntactically, since the GUI client only provides information about the type of the event and the item on which it was performed. With the communicative function defined in the GUI model the interpreter supplements the semantically represented user intention.

B. Grammar Rule Model

Our grammar model generally supports two types of rules. The first are entity rules. They define named entities which can be part of a speech utterance. Named entities are information units like names, including person, organization and location names, and numeric expressions including time, date, money and percent expressions [23]. Second are utterances, i.e. spoken input from the user. An utterance may be a single
The grammars are written in Augmented-Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) that is part of the SRGS 3 standard.

The model again allows to annotate rules with semantic content. Typically named entities are connected to semantic entities. Utterances usually define complete dialogue acts and are semantically represented by communicative functions. Utterances can contain references to named entity rules that additionally provide semantic entities being content of the dialogue act.

A grammar management component is integrated in the core platform. The component has two tasks: First, to generate valid GRXML from our grammar model that is supported by the majority of actual speech recognition engines. Second, to interpret the result of a speech recognizer and to shift its content on a semantic level. For this, the GRXML description is annotated with special tags that allow the interpreter to build the semantic representations defined in the grammar rule model.

VI. ADAPTATION STRATEGIES

In section II we discussed the usefulness of presentation and dialogue adaptation that allows to vary the functionality and appearance of a user interface for certain users and situations. We follow two concepts for realizing adaptation: adaptation rules and adaptation strategies. They are non-exclusive; in fact, adaptation rules are strategies without the information the system can use to calculate their effect. In the first approach the application developer declares rules that specify the adaptations for an application. These rules describe word, an entire phrase, a sentence or even several sentences. The grammars are written in Augmented-Backus-Naur Form.

3http://www.w3.org/TR/speech-grammar/
under which context conditions the presentation and dialogue behaviour should be adapted. Thus, the dialogue application is adapted to certain situations, users or user groups by the developer. This behaviour is defined with semantic models we introduced in section IV. Alternatively strategies calculate the effect of a context condition on the system. These modules follow a more generic approach and provide application independent functionality. Here the adaptation is defined as an optimization problem with a goal function, optional additional constraints and conflict resolution. The system for example can decide to switch the modality from a speech based to GUI based conversation, if the environment is too noisy or too many speech recognition problems occur. For the automotive domain we are planning to develop algorithms and heuristics that evaluate dialogue and presentation models in terms of their distraction to the driver. If the system recognises (e.g. via biometric sensors) that the driver is in high cognitive load demanding situation, the strategy switches to a model with a lower impact on this.

Adaptation strategies have to be distinguished by the initiator. This is the component that a) determines when a (possible) adaptation occurs, b) lists all available strategies, and c) implements the result of the adaptation strategy, if it was selected. Possible initiators in our dialogue system are:

- Dialogue Management: These strategies affect state changes in the dialogue discourse, e.g., what happens when we press the “send” button or whether the system will confront the user when he drives too fast. It can also filter information that is presented to the user.
- Presentation Planning and Fission: These strategies affect the parameters determined by modules concerning the presentation, e.g., the presentation time and modality. Information that is presented to the user can be distributed across several modalities. Furthermore they control how strategies apply to presentation models, e.g., how information of a communicative act is mapped to graphical items (or possibly ignored). The initiator would be the generator that transforms a semantic model of communicative acts and data into a GUI description.
- Representation Specific Generator: Strategies particularly affecting the generation of the representation, e.g., the abstract GUI model or TTS string, are initiated by a generator dedicated to this purpose. The implementation has to conform to a special (e.g., GUI) adaptation language that contains, e.g., styles to be adjusted (e.g., text size, layout change, hiding items, limiting list size etc.).
Figure 8 displays our architecture concept for the adaptation. The modules for adaptation (strategy modules) contain a set of strategies/rules and models, that define the application’s appearance and behavior dependent from different context (user, environment and application) states. The modules evaluate context information they retrieve from the knowledge base and select the best matching models for the actual context state. These models change the behavior of the dialogue management, presentation planner, multimodal fusion and device specific generators.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a multimodal dialogue development platform that allows to rapidly build multimodal dialogue applications which are adaptable to the actual context. We show how the semantic shift of contents and communicative acts helps to define the behavior of the system independently of the actually connected devices. Device-specific representation is realized by declarative models that we exemplarily provide for the modalities speech input and graphical user interfaces. An advantage of our models is that they can directly be bound to the semantic representations of their content and interaction intentions. This model based approach supports the process of building context adaptive dialogue applications.

Our research focuses on exploiting the platform’s benefits in order to develop and evaluate adaptation strategies for modern multimodal in-car user interfaces. An adaptation criteria of high value will be the actual cognitive load of the driver.
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